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Abstract: In this review, specific attention is paid to the development of nanostructured 

magnetic hydroxyapatite (MHAp) and its potential application in controlled drug/gene delivery, 

tissue engineering, magnetic hyperthermia treatment, and the development of contrast agents 

for magnetic resonance imaging. Both magnetite and hydroxyapatite materials have excellent 

prospects in nanomedicine with multifunctional therapeutic approaches. To date, many research 

articles have focused on biomedical applications of nanomaterials because of which it is very 

difficult to focus on any particular type of nanomaterial. This study is possibly the first effort 

to emphasize on the comprehensive assessment of MHAp nanostructures for biomedical appli-

cations supported with very recent experimental studies. From basic concepts to the real-life 

applications, the relevant characteristics of magnetic biomaterials are patented which are briefly 

discussed. The potential therapeutic and diagnostic ability of MHAp-nanostructured materials 

make them an ideal platform for future nanomedicine. We hope that this advanced review will 

provide a better understanding of MHAp and its important features to utilize it as a promising 

material for multifunctional biomedical applications.
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Introduction
The increased application of nanomaterials in our everyday work increases human 

interactions with nanoparticles. Since Freeman et al introduced the concept of using 

magnetism in medicine in the 1960s, a vast amount of research has been performed, 

leading to the design of several magnetic nanoparticles and vectors.1 Recent progress 

in the field of magnetic nanoparticles for therapeutic applications has considerably 

surpassed expectations. The ability to specifically target and easily recover excess or 

unused drugs by an external magnetic field makes these nanoparticles particularly 

interesting for researchers.

The key factor for magnetism solely depends on the orbital and spin motions of 

electrons and the in-between interactions of electrons. Magnetic materials are clas-

sified into the following five major groups according to the behavior of a material 

in a magnetic field: diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and 

antiferromagnetic. Magnetic targeting is established on the following two key aspects: 

a magnetically responsive carrier and a magnetic field gradient (magnetic force) 

that is liable for attracting or placing magnetically responsive carriers inside a body 

system. Superparamagnetism is an extremely important characteristic for a magnetic 

material, which allows strong instant magnetization (during magnetization, all magnetic 

atoms align parallel to the direction of an applied magnetic field). There should be no 

residual magnetization (remanence) remaining after removal of the magnetic force. 
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When a magnetic material is positioned in a magnetic field 

H, specific atomic moments in the material give their overall 

response to the magnetic induction (B):

 
B H M= +µ

0
)(

 

where μ
0
 represents the free space permeability and M (mag-

netization) = m/V which denotes the magnetic moment per 

unit volume.2 The force applied to a magnetic carrier with 

magnetic moment 

m is given by the following equation:3

 

   
F m B= ( )⋅∇B

 

where 

F  = magnetic force, 


m = magnetic moment, 


B = 

magnetic field, and ∇

B = high magnetic field gradients.

The versatile fundamental characteristics of magnetic 

nanoparticles facilitate numerous therapeutic applications 

such as controlled and specific targeted drug delivery, detox-

ification of biological fluids, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), cancer therapy, magnetic fluid hyperthermia, envi-

ronmental application (adsorption or catalysis), and isola-

tion of pathogens and macromolecules and as sensors. The 

most common types of magnetic nanoparticles are based 

on iron oxides. Investigations have also been performed on 

magnetic nanoparticles based on other dopants. Magnetic 

nanoparticles are broadly categorized into the following 

eight different categories: (1) iron oxide (Fe
3
O

4
, Fe

2
O

3
); 

(2) iron doped; (3) Fe and platinum co-doped; (4) barium, 

manganese, and Fe doped; (5) cobalt-ferrite (CoFe
2
O

4
); 

(6) gadolinium–neodymium co-doped; (7) samarium (153Sm) 

lexidronam and Gd incorporated; and (8) iron oxide, Fe, 

and copper doped. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanopar-

ticles exhibit superior characteristics compared with other 

magnetic compounds, such as less toxicity, high magnetic 

saturation, and easy fabrication, which attracts a great deal 

of attention.

All the magnetic materials used for different application 

purposes, especially for the biomedical application, have 

some merits and demerits (Table 1). A demerit of magnetic 

materials such as Nd, Gd, and Sm is that they need large 

external fields and controlled environment to influence. Mate-

rials with efficient magnetization and great susceptibility 

are preferred for applications such as drug targeting and 

magnetic separation. Transition metals (like cobalt) possess a 

potential magnetic property; however, owing to their toxicity, 

these types of materials are less used in biological research. 

Manganese, another suitable metal, has been used as a bone-

reconstructing and bone loss-inhibiting agent. However, 

manganese substitution does not affect the magnetic proper-

ties of composite materials. Different magnetic nanomaterials 

have been produced for different functional aspects. In bio-

medical applications, nanoparticles could not be directly 

used in the body system. They require some precautions 

such as surface modification by means of coating, before 

their medicinal application.

Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of different types of MHAp nanostructures for biomedical application

S no Materials Advantages Disadvantages Study

1 Iron oxide HAp Magnetic hyperthermia, drug delivery application, 

superparamagnetic behavior, etc.

Core shell HAp-coated iron oxide synthesis 

is difficult and associated with multiple steps
Trandafir 
et al4

2 Fe-doped HAp Magnetic hyperthermia, drug delivery 

application, etc.

Fe-HAp exhibits very low crystallinity and a 

structural coherence at the nanometer length 

scale together with very low thermal stability

Tampieri 

et al5

3 Fe and Pt co-doped 

HAp

Good catalytic activity, used in sensors, high 

stability, etc.

Limited biological application due to toxicity Tseng 

et al6

4 Mn- and Fe-doped Useful for hyperthermia applications, to treat 

bone cancer, MRI contrast agent

Manganese substitution does not affect the 

magnetic properties in composite materials

Pon-On 

et al7

5 Cobalt-ferrite 

(CoFe
2
O

4
)-doped HAp

Bioimaging property, MRI contrast agent Metal toxicity to biometabolism Petchsang 

et al8

6 Gd–Nd co-doped Good luminescent property for bioimaging. 

electrical conductivity of HAp is improved because 

of the high polarizability of Nd (III) and Gd (III)

Need large external fields and controlled 
environment to influence

Syamchand 

and Sony9

7 Samarium (153Sm) 

lexidronam and Gd 

incorporated

Used for bioimaging specially for SPeCT/MRI 

dual-imaging probe

Need large external fields and controlled 
environment to influence

Liu et al10

8 Iron oxide, Fe- and 

Cu-doped HAp

Drug delivery ability, pro-osteogenic and 

proangiogenic activities

The size and morphology varies with different 

dopant compositions. The solubility in water 

media is also variable

Kuda 

et al11

Abbreviations: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite; HAp, hydroxyapatite; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SPeCT, single-photon emission computed tomography.
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Importance of coating over 
magnetic nanoparticles
The issues regarding biocompatibility and toxicity limit the 

choice of materials for biomedical application; however, 

coatings may make the use of these materials feasible. Bio-

compatible polymers, metals, ceramics, or composites are 

generally used as coatings to render the materials nontoxic 

and nonimmunogenic. Moreover, coatings help in reducing 

aggregation and preventing magnetic particles from being 

directly exposed to the body. In addition, coatings are used 

as matrix for drugs, nucleotides, or genetic materials to 

deliver them to target sites. Different types of coatings have 

been employed for nanoparticles to make them suitable for 

different applications. These coatings and their consequent 

geometric structure on nanoparticles control their complete 

size, which also regulates the biodistribution of nanoparticles 

in a body system. Coatings are chosen based on their applica-

tion, for example, to induce a response to inflammation, in 

tissue engineering, or as anticancer agents. Coated magnetic 

nanoparticles can bind to proteins, enzymes, nucleotides, 

drugs, and antibodies, and could also be directed toward a 

target site by an external magnetic field.12 All coating materi-

als have some advantages and limitations (Table 2). Based 

on the experimental data, it was observed that polymers were 

the first choice of researchers as coating materials. Iafisco 

et al synthesized magnetic hollow micro-nanospheres (2 μm 

to 500 nm) coated with polymeric shell of poly(L-lactic) 

acid for potential application as scaffolds for hard tissue 

regeneration as well as carriers for biomolecules.13 Taccola 

et al reported a single-step fast free-standing, flexible nano-

film preparation process for poly(L-lactic) acid-coated iron 

oxide nanocomposite for biomedical application.14 Poly-

acrylic acid (PAA)-coated iron oxide nanoparticles (size ~9 

nm) were used together with first-line anti-TB drug rifam-

picin in Mycobacterium as efflux inhibitors to overcome 

drug resistance.15 Ma et al synthesized PAA-coated magnetite 

nanoparticles (PAA-MNPs, 246 nm) and studied magneti-

cally targeted thrombolysis with recombinant tissue plasmi-

nogen activator bound to PAA-MNPs.16 Denizot et al 

reported the synthesis of phosphorylcholine-coated iron 

oxide nanoparticles (5 nm) for use as MRI contrast agent. 

In this study, phosphorylcholine facilitated a thin-wall 

Table 2 Different coating and doping materials for iron oxide nanoparticles

S no Coating and 

doping materials

Advantages Disadvantages References

Polymer coatings over iron oxide

1 Poly (D,L-lactide) enhanced biocompatibility Usually very unstable (affected with varying 

pH and temperature); agglomeration and 

adherence property (causing toxic and 

immunogenic effects); inside body system, 

hydrodynamic flow retards its movement 
(mostly dissolved in body fluids and 
degradation due to enzyme activity)

13, 14

2 Polyacrylic acid Improves bioadhesion 15, 16

3 Phosphorylcholine Initiates coagulation 17

4 Polyvinyl pyrrolidone Improves functionalization 18

5 Polyvinyl alcohol Increases monodisperse particle formation 19–22

6 Polyethylene glycol Improves biocompatibility 23, 24

7 Dextran Biocompatible, controlling particle size and shapes 25, 26

8 Polystyrene Uniform cluster formation, controlling particle size 

and shapes

27

9 Starch Biocompatible, coating material 28, 29

10 ethyl cellulose enhances drug uptake, good functional property 30, 31

11 Gelatin Natural, biocompatible 32–34

12 Chitosan Natural, biocompatible 35

13 Fatty acids Terminal group functionalization, biocatalyst 36, 37

14 Bovine serum albumin Biocompatible 38

15 Folic acid Targets cancer cells, less immunogenic 39

16 Insulin Improves gene therapy 40

17 Liposome Long circulatory time in body system 41

Metal and metal oxide coatings over iron oxide

1 Gold enhances optical properties and stabilization Toxic effects, fabrication difficulties, and 
cost associated with its synthesis

42, 43

2 Silver enhances optical properties and antimicrobial activity 44

3 Platinum enhances optical and electrochemical properties 45

4 Zinc enhances magnetic property 46

5 SiO
2

Increases surface area and binding affinity Increases oxidative stress and agglomerates 47, 48

6 TiO
2

Photocatalytic activity Nonbiological application only 49

7 Calcium phosphate 

coating

Biocompatible, osteoconductive Difficult to control coating layer thickness 50

8 Hydroxyapatite Biocompatible, stable, osteoconductive Difficult to control coating layer thickness 65–107
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coating over iron oxide nanoparticles.17 During the synthesis 

of nanomaterials, some polymers like polyvinyl pyrrolidone 

(PVP), polyvinyl alcohol, polystyrene, and dextran control 

the size, shape, and growth of nanoparticles.18–27 Liu et al 

used PVP as a surfactant in one-pot polyol process to syn-

thesize mono-size PVP-coated iron oxide nanoparticles for 

biomedical application.18 Sun et al reported the synthesis of 

polyethylene glycol (PEG)-coated iron oxide nanoparticle 

for specific targeting of glioma tumors via the surface-bound 

targeting peptide, chlorotoxin.23 Nazli et al reported the 

synthesis of PEG hydrogel-coated iron oxide nanoparticles 

for enhanced intracellular uptake by HeLa cells.24 Jarrett et 

al and Yu et al synthesized dextran-coated iron oxide nano-

particles controlling the particle sizes.25,26 Progress in devel-

opment of nanoparticle-based therapeutic and diagnostic 

platforms is expected to offer incredible potential for 

advanced diagnosis and tumor treatment. Starch, ethyl cel-

lulose, chitosan, and gelatin polysaccharides are also used 

by several researchers to coat iron oxide nanoparticles for 

MRI, drug delivery, and different biomedical applications.28–35 

Saboktakin et al used iron oxide nanoparticles of 10 nm 

diameter coated with starch for MRI.28 Saikia et al studied 

the pH-sensitive drug delivery potentiality of starch-coated 

iron oxide nanoparticles (8–20 nm),29 whereas Ma et al and 

Bekaroğlu et al reported the successful application of 

hydroxyethyl cellulose-coated iron oxide nanoparticles in 

targeted drug delivery.30,31 Gaihre et al reported gelatin-

coated doxorubicin-loaded iron oxide nanoparticles and their 

drug-loading and drug-releasing kinetics with variable 

pH.32,33 In food industry, fatty acid-coated iron oxide nano-

particles are widely used as biocatalyst because of their 

excellent catalytic activity and easy separation of the catalyst 

post-reaction by applying an external magnetic field.36,37 

Kalidasan et al reported enhanced biocompatibility and 

magnetic hyperthermia performance of bovine serum 

albumin-coated iron oxide nanoparticles.38 For targeted drug 

delivery, it is very important to improve surface functionality 

with specific functional groups. Zhang et al enhanced intra-

cellular uptake of iron oxide nanoparticles by successful 

immobilization of folic acid over their surface. Along with 

folic acid, they coated PEG over the iron oxide surface and 

studied the uptake by RAW 264.7 (mouse macrophage) and 

BT20 (human breast cancer) cell lines.39 Gupta et al reported 

the synthesis of insulin-coated iron oxide nanoparticles 

where insulin acted as a surface ligand to prevent endocy-

tosis.40 Liu and Huang synthesized a novel liposome-coated 

magnetic hydroxyapatite (MHAp) drug vehicle with ultra-

sound-triggered MRI contrast-changing property.41 

The advantages of polymers are that they are easy to fabricate 

and easy to coat over nanoparticles, and a wide variety of 

polymers are available with different functional groups. 

However, some serious disadvantages of polymers restrict 

~95% of experimental results obtained in laboratory from 

translating to clinical application. The three major problems 

associated with polymers are as follows: (1) they are usually 

very unstable (affected by varying pH and temperature), 

(2) they have agglomerating and adherence properties (cause 

toxic and immunogenic effects), and (3) the hydrodynamic 

flow inside the body system retards their movement (mostly 

dissolved in body fluids and degraded because of enzyme 

activity). Using metals as sole coating agents is strongly 

discouraged owing to their toxic effects, fabrication difficul-

ties, and synthesis-associated costs. The advancement of 

nanotechnology has led to the development of metallic 

nanostructure surfaces or materials for biomedical applica-

tions. Metals such as gold, silver, zinc, and platinum show 

good prospects to enhance magnetization and optical and 

electrochemical properties of materials.42–46 Silva et al and 

Elsherbini et al reported the synthesis and biomedical appli-

cations, such as drug delivery, hyperthermia, photothermal ther-

apy, and imaging, of gold-coated iron oxide nanoparticles.42,43 

Silver is an excellent antibacterial agent. Mahmoudi and 

Serpooshan reported the synthesis of antimicrobial magnetic 

silver ring-coated nanoparticles which were targeted to 

bacterial biofilm by an external magnetic field.44 Platinum 

coating over magnetic nanoparticle is very less reported, but 

Kwon et al synthesized platinum-coated magnetic nanopar-

ticles for colorimetric detection of pathogenic bacteria and 

magnetophoretic chromatography application.45 Thomas et al 

developed zinc-doped iron oxide nanocrystals with mesopo-

rous silica framework as drug delivery vehicle for controlled 

release of drug molecules achieved by external magnetic 

hyperthermia effect.46 For magnetic nanoparticles to be 

efficiently used in medicine, they should be extremely bio-

compatible, stable, and securely eliminated from the body 

system. Researchers are currently paying more attention to 

bioceramic coatings which have many added advantages 

over conventional polymeric coatings. Metal oxides such as 

TiO
2
 and SiO

2
 including calcium phosphate coating over 

nanoparticles are well studied by several researchers.47–49 

Yang et al synthesized mesoporous and nonmesoporous 

silica-coated iron oxide nanoparticles for luminescent and 

drug delivery applications.47 Ye et al reported the synthesis 

of mesoporous silica-coated iron oxide nanoparticles for use 

as nontoxic MRI contrast agent.48 Calcium phosphate is a 

well-known bioceramic for biomedical application, specifically 
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for bone tissue engineering. Pareta et al reported calcium 

phosphate-coated iron oxide nanoparticles with increasing 

osteoblast density which could be a promising material for 

bone tissue engineering application.50 Bioactive coating with 

hydroxyapatite is an important condition to enhance biologi-

cal functionality which favors the adhesion and proliferation 

of osteoblasts over implant materials.51 Among different 

bioceramics, HAp is the prime choice for researchers because 

of its high biocompatibility and osteoconductivity. Kumar 

et al elucidated the synthesis, mechanical property, biological 

property, and application of different three-dimensional (3D) 

HAp scaffolds developed by different techniques such as 3D 

printing and rapid prototyping.52,53 Maganti et al and Thein-

Han and Misra reported freezing and lyophilization tech-

niques to prepare chitosan-nanohydroxyapatite scaffold for 

bone tissue engineering application.54–56 In spite of various 

positive aspects as a suitable biomaterial, low mechanical 

property is a serious disadvantage of HAp. Kumar et al 

reported electroconductive HAp and titanium disilicide 

composite system to overcome the fracture toughness from 

0.6 MPa⋅m1/2 (HAp) to 1.2 MPa⋅m1/2 (titanium disilicide 

composite HAp).57 The study further extended to explain the 

increased electrical conductivity of titanium disilicide HAp 

composite which stimulated myoblast proliferation.57–59 

Depan et al studied the cellular response with electrical 

stimulation effect of different electroactive nanostructure 

composites.58 Mondal et al reported natural-origin and 

synthetic hydroxyapatite for different biomedical engineer-

ing and scaffold development applications.60–64

HAp is a well-recognized nontoxic biocompatible mate-

rial that has good stability and a flexible structure that allows 

easy assimilation of magnetic ions. Iron is the most frequently 

used metal for imparting HAp with magnetic properties. This 

review addresses recent advances in the use of MHAp and 

the possibilities and limitations from fabrication to biome-

dicinal applications. In addition, different synthetic routes 

and surface modifications of desired MHAp for application 

in drug delivery, tissue engineering, and scaffold develop-

ment are carefully discussed (Table 3).65–87 The use and effect 

of an applied magnetic field for drug delivery and release, 

mechanical cell stimulation, and hyperthermia effects are 

also discussed.65–87

Different synthesis routes of 
magnetic HAp
The synthesis of HAp and iron oxide nanoparticles by 

different routes has already been well discussed by many 

researchers worldwide. However, the synthesis of MHAp is 

less researched compared with that of HAp and iron oxide. 

This review attempts to focus on almost every aspect of syn-

thesis procedures of MHAp, which are opted by researchers, 

and their application to date. Wu et al reported the synthesis 

of MHAp nanoparticles using a two-step wet chemical 

process. Calcium hydroxide [Ca(OH)
2
] was reacted with 

Table 3 Different synthetic routes of MHAp and its applications

S no Synthesis route Application Magnetic saturation (Ms) References

1 Solution intercalation method Gene therapy and drug delivery – 62

2 Template-assisted self-assembly Gene delivery – 63

3 wet precipitation Biomedicine application, 

hyperthermia study

7.23–20.92 emu/g 65, 69

4 Ion exchange procedure Theoretical calculation – 71

5 Pulsed plasma deposition Biofilm formation 0.26 emu/g 73

6 Hydrothermal method Biomedical orthopedic applications Approximately 0.32 emu/g 74

7 Spray-drying technique Medical diagnosis and imaging Approximately 12 emu/g 75

8 Microwave-assisted route pH-responsive drug release 18.9 emu/g 76

9 Four-step synthesis associated with wet 

precipitation, ultrasonication, hydrothermal 

method, and layer-by-layer coating

Magnetic resonance imaging, 

drug delivery

Approximately 4–7 emu/g 77

10 Hydrothermal method pH-dependent protein adsorption 

release carrier

11.5–15.5 emu/g 78

11 Polymer-templated electrospun method Biomedical and hyperthermia treatment 27.20 emu/g 79

12 Mechanochemical method Hyperthermia treatments – 80

13 Ultrasonic irradiation technique Biomedicine application 7.40 emu/g 81

14 Other synthetic routes (electrophoretic 

deposition, biogenic source, chemical 

precipitation)

Solid-phase extraction of plasmid DNA, 

medical imaging

– 65, 69, 

82–95

Abbreviation: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite.
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orthophosphoric acid for 20 h in an inert (Ar) condition to 

synthesize HAp nanocrystals. Next, FeCl
2
⋅4H

2
O was added 

and stirred at an ambient environment (80°C and pH 8.0–8.5) 

for 10 h to obtain a Ca/Fe molar ratio of 0.75. The obtained 

MHAp was washed several times to achieve a neutral pH for 

further gene delivery studies.65 Shan et al reported a similar 

wet precipitation method for synthesizing MHAp for solid-

phase plasmid DNA (pDNA) extraction.66 Zuo et al synthe-

sized laminated MHAp via a solution intercalation method. 

In their study, 1.0 g sodium dodecyl sulfonate was dissolved 

in 15 mL deionized (DI) water with 30 mL ethanol, followed 

by heating at 60°C. Next, 15 mL of 3.3 M calcium nitrate 

and 30 mL of 1 M diammonium hydrogen phosphate were 

added to 30 mL of ethanol. Then, 20 mL of 2.5 M NaOH 

and 20 mL of ethanol were added to the mixture and stirred 

for 30 min. To synthesize magnetic nanoparticles, 7.5 mL of 

2.4 M iron (III) chloride, 7.5 mL of 1.2 M iron (II) chloride, 

and 30 mL of 3 M NaOH were mixed, after which 45 mL 

of ethanol was added. The mixture was refluxed for 14 h at 

85°C and left at room temperature for 21 days to develop 

laminated MHAp.67 Xiong et al synthesized self-assembled 

lamellar MHAp for gene delivery application following a 

similar synthetic method by Zuo et al.68 The synthesized 

MHAp lamellar structure was further loaded with a DNA 

molecule for gene delivery application. Gopi et al dissolved 

iron (II) perchlorate and iron (III) perchlorate in DI water 

(1:2 M ratio), which resulted in the formation of a pale 

yellow-colored solution. Next, this solution was ultrasoni-

cated (28 kHz at 150 W), and after 5 min, HAp nanoparticles 

were dispersed in it. A little amount of DI water was added 

to the gel formed via sonication, and the pH of the solution 

adjusted to 8 by adding 1 M sodium hydroxide. A black 

color precipitate immediately appeared owing to the forma-

tion of MNPs. Ultrasonic irradiation was continued for the 

formation of homogenized MHAp in an inert atmosphere. 

Hou et al followed the similar pathway of Wu et al for syn-

thesizing MHAp nanoparticles in an in vivo hyperthermia 

study with the mice model.69 Laranjeira et al prepared MHAp 

nanoparticles doped with different magnetic dopants (Gd, 

Co, and Fe) by wet precipitation method. First, they used 

calcium hydroxide as the calcium precursor and then added 

gadolinium chloride hexahydrate, cobalt nitrate hexahydrate, 

iron nitrate nonahydrate, and iron chloride tetrahydrate 

(2.5%–10%) to phosphoric acid at pH 7.4 with stirring for 

2 h and overnight aging. They performed separate reactions 

for separate doping and reported that 10% of Gd and Fe (III) 

offered maximum magnetic saturation, although the exact 

value was not mentioned. The study also assessed cytotoxic, 

hemocompatibility, hemolytic, and thrombogenic effects of 

various MHAp, of which Gd-doped MHAp was the most bio-

compatible.70 Zilm et al reported the wet chemical synthesis 

of HAp using calcium nitrate (225 mM) and diammonium 

hydrogen phosphate (80 mM) in a basic (pH 11) condition. 

The synthesized HAp was further used for an ion exchange 

procedure to synthesize MHAp. The study reported that dif-

ferent salts (FeCl
2
, CoCl

2
, and MnCl

2
) with a concentration 

of 0.02 M were used for synthesizing different MHAp. The 

synthesized HAp was mixed with different salt solutions 

and sonicated at room temperature for 1 h. Then, the syn-

thesized MHAp was washed and collected for further use.71 

Iannotti et al synthesized iron-doped MHAp by the chemical 

precipitation method. In a calcium hydroxide suspension 

(20.40 g in 400 mL H
2
O), iron (II) (6.03 g in 75 mL H

2
O) 

and iron (III) chloride (8.28 g in 75 mL H
2
O) solutions were 

simultaneously added. Phosphoric acid solution (20.75 g in 

300 mL H
2
O) was added very slowly to the mixture. Next, 

the solution was heated at 45°C for 3 h and finally left for 

24 h at room temperature for aging. The synthesized MHAp 

samples were washed and used for further experiments.72 

Gambardella et al fabricated a magnetite-augmented MHAp 

film via the pulsed plasma deposition method, in which the 

biofilm formed was used to study bacterial adhesion. A mix-

ture of HAp and magnetite (90:10 wt.%) was ball milled with 

1.5 wt.% Dolapix CE-64 (dispersant) and finally sintered at 

1,200°C for 1 h. This sintered material was further used with 

PPD system to make a film layer.73 Tran and Webster syn-

thesized MHAp nanoparticles by dissolving FeCl
2
⋅4H

2
O and 

FeCl
3
⋅6H

2
O (1:2 molar ratio) in DI water in the presence of 

HCl. The solution was then added dropwise to an ammonium 

hydroxide solution (N
2
 atmosphere with vigorous stirring), 

resulting in the formation of black MNPs, and citric acid was 

mixed as a surfactant with the mixture. After washing and 

separation, the MNPs were added to 1 M CaNO
3
⋅4H

2
O solu-

tion. This mixture was added dropwise to 0.6 M potassium 

phosphate while stirring, and finally, the precipitated materi-

als were hydrothermally treated for 20 h at 200°C. Finally, 

the obtained MHAp was used for an increased osteoblast 

study.74 Researchers employed a co-precipitation method 

with chloride salts to synthesize iron MNPs. Instantly, HAp 

nanoparticles were synthesized by using CaHPO
4
⋅2H

2
O and 

CaCO
3
 through mechanochemical wet milling. MNPs were 

integrated into the HAp matrix during the milling process. 

The researchers only reported the saturation magnetiza-

tion of synthesized iron oxide nanoparticles, which was 

47 emu/g. However, after coating with HAp, no magnetic 

saturation was reported. Donadel et al reported a HAp coat-

ing of iron oxide magnetic particles by spray-drying. MNPs 

were synthesized by the alkaline co-precipitation of ferric 
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(0.25 mol/L) and ferrous (0.125 mol/L) solutions in the pres-

ence of NaOH solution (1 mol/L) at a high pH with vigorous 

stirring. MHAp nanoparticles were synthesized by adding 

diammonium hydrogen phosphate and calcium nitrate into 

the solution containing iron oxide nanoparticles (previously 

synthesized). The synthesized MHAp nanoparticles were 

spray-dried and atomized using the Büchi B-191 dryer with 

an inlet temperature of 170 and 90°C and a pressure of 5 bar 

gauge.75

Xu et al reported the use of MHAp nanoworms for diag-

nosing acute hepatic injury by MRI. They briefly discussed 

four steps for synthesizing MHAp nanoworms. In step 1, 

HAp nanowillows were prepared using 0.303 g urea in 20 mL 

ethanol–water (3:1), after which CaCl
2
 and NaH

2
PO

4
 were 

added under a heating condition of 80°C (pH 11.9) for 24 h. 

In step 2, after washing, the obtained HAp nanowillows, 

~30 mg, were suspended and ultrasonicated in DI water. 

Next, poly(sodium-p-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) was dissolved 

in 0.04 M NaCl solution. From this, 0.6 mL PSS-NaCl solu-

tion and 0.3 mL NaCl were added with vortexing for 2 min. 

After 30 min, the samples were washed and freeze-dried for 

use in step 3. In step 3, HAp and iron oxide nanocomposites 

were prepared by dispersing HAp-PSS in 30 mL trieth-

ylene glycol and ultrasonicating the mixture, after which 

30/60/90 mg iron (III) 2,4-pentanedionate was added. The 

solution was heated at 135°C for 30 min while vigorously 

stirring. Finally, the solution was autoclaved at 220°C for 4 h 

and washed. In step 4, the obtained MHAp nanoworms were 

redispersed in 3 mL DI water with ultrasonication, and 3 mL 

chitosan was added for 2 min. After washing, the obtained 

MHAp chitosan nanoworms were dispersed in a sodium 

alginate solution. The chitosan and sodium alginate coating 

steps were repeatedly performed four times for layer-by-layer 

coating of MHAp nanoworms.76

Bharath et al prepared MHAp via the hydrothermal 

route using iron (II) and (III) chloride salts as magnetite 

precursors and calcium chloride dihydrate and diammonium 

hydrogen phosphate as HAp precursors (Figure 1A and C). 

First, 0.01 M diammonium hydrogen phosphate and 0.1 M 

N-cetyl-N,N,N-trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB) were 

° °

Figure 1 Different synthesis routes of MHAp nanostructures. Schematic illustration of (A) formation mechanism of one-dimensional MHAp nanorods, (B) synthesis of 

ultrathin MHAp nanosheet (HAPUN/MNs), and (C) chemical precipitation and hydrothermal synthesis of MHAp. (A) Reproduced from Bharath G, Prabhu D, Mangalaraj 

D, viswanathan C, Ponpandian N. Facile in situ growth of Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles on hydroxyapatite nanorods for pH dependent adsorption and controlled release of proteins. 

RSC Adv. 2014;4(92):50510–50520 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.77 (B) Reproduced from Chen F, Li C, Zhu YJ, Zhao XY, Lu BQ, wu J. Magnetic 

nanocom posite of hydroxyapatite ultrathin nanosheets/Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles: microwave-assisted rapid synthesis and application in pH-responsive drug release. Biomater Sci. 

2013;1(10):1074–1081 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.78

Abbreviations: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite; HAp, hydroxyapatite; CTAB, N-cetyl-N,N,N-trimethyl ammonium bromide.
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mixed in 10 mL DI water. Simultaneously, 0.03 M of calcium 

chloride dihydrate was prepared by dissolving in 10 mL DI 

water, and previously prepared CTAB phosphate solution 

was added to this solution with vigorous stirring at pH 10.5. 

To this solution, 0.01 M iron (II) and 0.015 M iron (III) 

chloride solutions were added with basic pH 10.5. Similarly, 

different concentrations of other iron chloride salts were used 

to prepare two different concentrations of iron oxide-loaded 

HAp (MHAp:MHAp =0.5:1 M). After vigorous stirring, the 

solution was autoclaved at 180°C for 12 h. Two different con-

centrations of (0.5 and 1 M, Fe:HAp) MHAp were prepared. 

The final MHAp particles were washed and used for further 

experimental study of a pH protein delivery carrier.77

Chen et al prepared HAp ultrathin nanosheets (HAPUN/

MNs) comprising Fe
3
O

4
 magnetic nanoparticles by rapid 

microwave method (Figure 1B). In a solvent system of 15 mL 

DI water and 15 mL ethylene glycol, 1 mmol Ca(CH
3
COO)

2
, 

0.10 g poly(L-lactic acid)-methoxy PEG, and 0.05 g Fe
3
O

4
 

nanoparticles were dissolved. Next, 10 mL of 1 mmol 

NaH
2
PO

4
⋅2H

2
O solution was added dropwise to the previous 

mixture. Finally, the mixture was poured into a Teflon-lined 

steel chamber and microwave heated to 120°C for 30 min. 

The synthesized material was washed and separated using a 

magnet for a further drug delivery study.78

Singh et al reported the synthesis of MHAp nanotubes 

by poly(caprolactone) template electrospun method. The 

experimental study was performed by preparing a 10% 

(w/v) suspension of poly(caprolactone) in MNPs (20 wt.%) 

containing dichloromethane–ethanol solvent. This mixture 

was then electrospun (field strength, 15 kV/10 cm) into a 

nanofiber mesh, and the obtained nanofibers were activated 

in 2 M NaOH solution for 4 h. Next, the nanofibers were 

alternatively soaked in 150 mM CaCl
2
 and Na

2
HPO

4
 solu-

tions followed by apatite mineralization by dipping in a 

1.5 times-simulated body fluid solution for a week at 37°C. 

The obtained MHAp nanofibers were finally calcined at 

500°C for 5 h to obtain hollow MHAp nanofibers.79

Different methods of synthesizing MHAp produce dif-

ferent types of nanostructures. Researchers have also been 

tailoring MHAp nanostructures according to their nature of 

applications (Figure 2). The very interesting part of such 

MHAp nanoparticles is their equally important multifunc-

tional property suitable for many different applications such 

as environmental and biomedical applications, adsorption, 

and catalysis.

Synthesized MHAp nanomaterials are characterized 

by several sophisticated analytical methods such as X-ray 

diffraction, scanning and transmission electron micros-

copy, thermogravimetric and differential thermal analysis, 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, Fourier transformed 

infrared spectroscopy, and vibrating sample magnetometer 

analysis to determine their phase purity, morphology, ther-

mal stability, qualitative chemical composition, functional 

groups, and magnetic saturation, respectively.

Biomedical scaffold
The main objective of tissue engineering is the development 

of novel orthopedic strategies based on a multidisciplinary 

approach for the augmentation, restoration, and regenera-

tion of damaged or diseased tissues.91 MHAp scaffolds have 

been proposed as an advanced tissue engineering tool to 

increase bone regeneration by providing a fixed platform for 

controlled accumulation, delivery, and release of essential 

growth factors, stem cells, or other bioactive molecules 

directly to the implantation site. Many researchers have 

already demonstrated the external biophysical stimula-

tions (ultrasound, magnetic pulse, electrical stimulation, 

etc.) which may act as an important factor for new bone 

cell regeneration.92 Study reports suggest that compared to 

conventional scaffold materials, MHAp scaffolds have more 

potential to control the cell growth and scaffold architecture 

after implantation by external magnetic field stimulation 

for bone tissue engineering.92–95 MHAp nanoparticles at 

nanoscale level act as a single magnetic domain to facilitate 

micromotion at the interface between cells and scaffold, 

which might trigger the ion channels on the cell membrane, 

and activate the mechanotransduction pathway, leading to 

increase in cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation.96

Panseri et al demonstrated a novel method for facilitating 

the fixation of MHAp collagen-based scaffolds by reducing 

micromotion at the scaffold–tissue interface. The scaffold 

architecture orientation based on magnetic forces is clearly 

described in their study. By employing two approaches, two 

types of scaffolds were fabricated with a diameter and height 

of 4 mm each. In the first method, biomagnetic apatite, that 

is, 7 wt.% magnetic nanoparticles with collagen fibrils, was 

used as the magnetic scaffold A (MAG-A). The second-type 

HAp collagen porous scaffold immersed in magnetic ferro-

fluid was used as the magnetic scaffold B (MAG-B). The 

in vivo experimental study was performed in 12 healthy male 

rabbits by inducing surgical defects (2.0 mm diameter and 

12.0 mm depth) and positioning the scaffold in the trauma 

region. The authors explained how magnetic scaffolds 

implanted in an in vivo system could enhance controlled bone 

tissue regeneration in a 3D pattern according to the applied 

very low static magnetic field of 1.2 T (Figure 3A and B[a]). 

Moreover, the authors hypothesized the fixation of a scaf-

fold using a small pin made of permanent magnets to avoid 
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scaffold micromotion and to facilitate enhanced tissue regen-

eration (Figure 3B[b]).92

Bock et al successfully transformed standard commercial 

scaffolds (collagen and HAp) to magnetic scaffolds by dip-

coating in iron-containing aqueous ferrofluids (Figure 4). 

The nanoparticles were incorporated into the scaffold 

structure, facilitating a magnetization value of 15 emu/g 

at 10 kOe. This developed magnetic scaffold did not have 

any structural damage and maintained its specific porosity 

and shape. Moreover, the magnetic scaffold did not release 

magnetic particles under a constant flow of simulated body 

fluids over a period of 8 days. The authors also observed a 

Figure 2 MHAp structure synthesized in different shapes (A–H). (A) Reproduced from Cui X, Green MA, Blower PJ, et al. Al(OH)
3
 facilitated synthesis of water-

soluble, magnetic, radiolabelled and fluorescent hydroxyapatite nanoparticles. Chem Commun (Camb). 2015;51(45):9332–9335 with permission of The Royal Society of 

Chemistry.88 (B) Reproduced from Lin K, Chen L, Liu P, et al. Hollow magnetic hydroxyapatite microspheres with hierarchically mesoporous microstructure for pH-

responsive drug delivery. CrystEngComm. 2013;15(15):2999–3008 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.89 (C) Reprinted with permission from Boda SK, 

Anupama Av, Basu B, Sahoo B. Structural and magnetic phase transformations of hydroxyapatite magnetite composites under inert and ambient sintering atmospheres. 

J Phys Chem C. 2015;119(2):6539–6555. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.90 (D) Reproduced from Chen F, Li C, Zhu YJ, Zhao XY, Lu BQ, wu J. Magnetic 

nanocom posite of hydroxyapatite ultrathin nanosheets/Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles: microwave-assisted rapid synthesis and application in pH-responsive drug release. Biomater Sci. 

2013;1(10):1074–1081 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.78 (E) Reproduced from Lin K, Chen L, Liu P, et al. Hollow magnetic hydroxyapatite microspheres 

with hierarchically mesoporous microstructure for pH-responsive drug delivery. CrystEngComm. 2013;15(15):2999–3008 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.89 

(F) Reprinted from Singh RK, el-Fiqi AM, Patel KD, Kim Hw. A novel preparation of magnetic hydroxyapatite nanotubes. Mater Lett. 2012;75:130–133. Copyright 2012, 

with permission from elsevier.79 (G) Reproduced from Bharath G, Prabhu D, Mangalaraj D, viswanathan C, Ponpandian N. Facile in situ growth of Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles 

on hydroxyapatite nanorods for pH dependent adsorption and controlled release of proteins. RSC Adv. 2014;4(92):50510–50520 with permission of The Royal Society of 

Chemistry.77 (H) Reproduced from Cui X, Green MA, Blower PJ, et al. Al(OH)
3
 facilitated synthesis of water-soluble, magnetic, radiolabelled and fluorescent hydroxyapatite 

nanoparticles. Chem Commun (Camb). 2015;51(45):9332–9335 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.88 (I) Reproduced from Bharath G, Prabhu D, Mangalaraj 

D, viswanathan C, Ponpandian N. Facile in situ growth of Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles on hydroxyapatite nanorods for pH dependent adsorption and controlled release of proteins. 

RSC Adv. 2014;4(92):50510–50520 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.77

Abbreviation: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite.
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good biological activity of the magnetic scaffolds support-

ing adhesion and proliferation of human bone marrow stem 

cells in vitro.97

A similar research was also reported by Tampieri et al, 

where they developed magnetic biohybrid porous scaffolds. 

The main constituents of the developed scaffolds were type I 

collagen (equine tendon extraction) as an organic matrix and 

HAp; in contrast, the MHAp collagen scaffold was prepared 

by adding MHAp (synthesized by the chemical precipitation 

method) to a collagen matrix and was cross-linked with 1,4-

butanediol diglycidyl ether and cast in a fabricated mold, 

after which it was freeze-dried at -25°C, under vacuum 

conditions. Although the reported magnetic saturation of the 

developed composite material was very low (0.07 emu/g), 

the bulk approach of developing MHAp collagen scaffolds 

remains very promising for the future study.98

Scaffold fixation is one of the most important challenges 

in osteogenic corrective surgery. The fixation should be 

done efficiently to hold the scaffold in a fixed position and 

for the bone–scaffold interface to facilitate enhanced tissue 

regeneration. For small-defect repair, fixation is not a major 

problem, but for large defects (.2 cm2), fixation is a big 

′

Figure 3 (A) SeM images of new bone tissue growing inside and around magnetic scaffolds: (a) MAG-A; (b) a detail of MAG-A; and (c) MAG-B at 4 weeks. Scaffold delimited 

by yellow dashed line; red arrows show mineralization. (b′ and d) Osteocyte lacunae (indicated by asterisks) in the new bone grown inside MAG-A and MAG-B, respectively. 

Scale bars: (a and c) 1.0 mm; (b) 300 μm; and (d) 100 μm. Reprinted from Panseri S, Russo A, Sartori M, et al. Modifying bone scaffold architecture in vivo with permanent 

magnets to facilitate fixation of magnetic scaffolds. Bone. 2013;56(2):432–439. Copyright 2013, with permission from elsevier.92 (B) Merged images in (a) show magnetic field 
lines coming out from permanent magnet and resulting scaffold orientation. (b) Schematic presentation of magnet–scaffold fixation with four implanted permanent magnet 
pins (PM) that hold an osteochondral scaffold. Reprinted from Panseri S, Russo A, Sartori M, et al. Modifying bone scaffold architecture in vivo with permanent magnets to 

facilitate fixation of magnetic scaffolds. Bone. 2013;56(2):432–439. Copyright 2013, with permission from elsevier.92

Abbreviations: MAG-A, magnetic scaffold A; SeM, scanning electron microscopy.
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challenge. Russo et al described an innovative magnetic fixa-

tion approach based on the application of MHAp scaffold. 

Mathematical finite element modeling was employed to 

explore the fixation effectiveness. Three magnetic configu-

rations were utilized as follows: (1) near the joint defect, 

an external permanent magnet ring was placed around the 

leg; (2) four small permanent magnet pins were used to fix 

the bone and scaffold; and (3) similar four stainless steel 

pins were implanted with an induced external magnetic 

field (Figure 5). In this study, the scaffolds comprised HAp 

and collagen immersed and impregnated with biocompat-

ible magnetite ferrofluid. The scaffold size was 3×3×1 cm, 

with a magnetic saturation of 17 emu/g. Based on the 

designed experimental study, the most appropriate magnetic 

materials and optimized magnet–scaffold positioning via 

a magnetic force facilitated sufficient scaffold fixation for 

treating osteochondral defects.99 Another study from Russo 

et al reported the enhanced osteoconductive property of 

MHAp scaffold compared to HAp scaffold studied in vivo 

in rabbit model after 4 weeks of surgery. The HAp and 

MHAp scaffolds were able to induce bone tissue develop-

ment without any adverse effects. The histological analysis 

of 4-week-implanted HAp and MHAp scaffold showed 

embedded newly developed bone tissues on scaffold surface 

(Figure 5A–D). In 12-week implantation study, both types 

of scaffold surfaces were covered with new bone tissues 

connected directly with the scaffold materials without 

any inflammation (Figure 5E–H). The interesting result of 

this study shows the better mechanical property of MHAp 

scaffold obtained which is an important criterion for tissue 

engineering application.100

Tran and Webster reported an interesting study on 

MHAp nanoparticles and their enhanced osteoblast activity. 

This study showed the synthesis of HAp-coated iron oxide 

nanoparticles by the wet precipitation method, followed by 

the hydrothermal method with an average particle size of 

170 nm. The magnetic saturation of synthesized MHAp nano-

particles was very less (~0.32 emu/g). In a biological study 

Figure 4 Schematic presentation of scaffolds magnetization process: (1) scaffold is immersed in 1 mL of ferrofluid for 15 min; (2) scaffold is freeze-dried for 24 h; (3) scaffold 
is rinsed with deionized water under ultrasonication for 20 min; (4) scaffold is freeze-dried for 24 h; and (5) magnetized scaffold is obtained.
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with human osteoblasts (ATCC, CRL-11372), synthesized 

MHAp nanoparticles showed improved collagen synthesis, 

calcium deposition, and good alkaline phosphatase activity, 

which are clear indications of enhanced osteoblast activity 

for treating bone-related disorders.74

Zhu et al investigated the in vitro and in vivo development 

of protein coronas on HAp and MHAp scaffolds and their 

controlling effects on cell proliferation (Figure 6). HAp disks 

(14 mm diameter and 2 mm height) were immersed in 10.0 

wt.% MNPs colloidal solution for 24 h and vacuum-dried 

to form MHAp scaffolds. The saturation magnetization of 

developed MHAp scaffolds was ~2 emu/g. In this study, 

MC3T3-E1 cells were used to study the formation of protein 

corona and its regulatory effect on cell proliferation. This 

study revealed the significant increase in proteins that regu-

lated cell proliferation. More significantly, the MAPK/ERK 

signaling pathway, along with two more signaling pathways 

MEK1/2 and ERK1/2, was triggered in the presence of HAp 

and MHAp scaffolds. Through a critical investigation of the 

expression of different proteins, the molecular mechanism 

Figure 5 Representative histological views of (A, C, E, and G) HAp and (B, D, F, and H) MHAp scaffolds stained with toluidine blue, acid fuchsin, and fast green at 

(A–D) 4 and (E–H) 12 weeks from implantation. The low magnification reported in images (A, B, E, and F) allows the displaying of the entire scaffold (dark) and of the 

implant site. Scale bar is 1 mm in (A, B, E, and F) and 500 mm in (C, D, G, and H). Reproduced from Russo A, Bianchi M, Sartori M, et al. Bone regeneration in a rabbit 

critical femoral defect by means of magnetic hydroxyapatite macroporous scaffolds. J Biomed Mater Res B Appl Biomater. epub 2017 Feb 15. Copyright 2017 wiley.100

Abbreviations: HAp, hydroxyapatite; MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite.
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of cell proliferation by MHAp was revealed. This study will 

definitely help in understanding the scaffold-specific cellular 

activity and in selecting materials for future tissue engineer-

ing application.101

Drug delivery, imaging, and 
magnetic hyperthermia
For drug delivery application, particle sizes should be small 

enough to be introduced into the blood circulation system, so 

that they can easily pass through the capillary systems.

Lin et al developed mesoporous hollow MHAp micro-

structure by hydrothermal treatment for pH-responsive 

drug delivery application. With 50% of magnetite-loaded 

scaffold, the maximum magnetic saturation obtained was 

~58.78 emu/g. Vancomycin was used as the model drug, 

and the maximum drug-loading capacity was 28.84–35.92 

mg/g on mesoporous hollow MHAp. A drug release study 

was performed at different pH of 3.4, 5.4, and 7.4. During 

the first 9 h, 19% of drug was released because of the burst 

effect, and the subsequent release remarkably decreased by 

26%–29% on the next 2 days at pH 7.4. At pH 3.4, the release 

of loaded vancomycin was maximum at ~70 wt.%, whereas 

at pH 5.4, the final release capacity was ~40 wt.%. This 

study concluded that with decreasing pH, the drug release 

efficiency increased, which indicated a suitable condition for 

magnetic-guided pH-responsive drug delivery.89

Chen et al synthesized an MHAp ultrathin nanosheet via 

a microwave-assisted rapid synthesis route for pH-responsive 

drug and protein delivery. In this study, docetaxel (Dtxl) 

and hemoglobin (Hb) were used as model drugs which were 

adsorbed on the high surface area of nanosheet (~92.8 m2/g, 

calculated by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller analysis). The 

maximum concentration of Hb adsorbed was 150 mg/g, and 

the maximum release was about 84.1% during the 8-hour 

study. In contrast, the Dtxl-loading capacity of the MHAp 

nanocomposite was ~56 mg/g, and the release rate was regu-

lated by two pH parameters (pH 7.4 and pH 4.5). At pH 7.4, 

~30% of the drug was released, whereas at pH 4.5, ~98% of the 

drug was released during the 108-hour study (Figure 7A and 

B). Because of a well-regulated pH-responsive drug delivery 

Figure 6 Schematic diagram of MHAp scaffold-enhanced MC3T3-e1 cell proliferation, showing that MAPK/eRK signaling pathway was activated by the protein corona 

formed on the surface of MHAp scaffold to promote cell proliferation. Reprinted with permission from Zhu Y, Yang Q, Yang M, et al. Protein corona of magnetic hydroxy-

apatite scaffold improves cell proliferation via activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase signaling pathway. ACS Nano. 2017;11(4):3690–3704. Copyright 2017 American 

Chemical Society.101

Abbreviations: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite; HAp, hydroxyapatite.
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and high biocompatibility, this MHAp ultrathin nanocomposite 

will be an ideal drug delivery agent for cancer treatment.78

Bharath et al reported the synthesis of two different 

MHAp nanorods (two different concentrations of iron load-

ing on HAp) for pH-controlled protein transport by means 

of protein adsorption and release. The detailed MHAp nano-

rod synthesis procedure using different synthesis routes is 

discussed in the earlier section. In this study, Hb was used 

as the model protein, the maximum adsorption of which 

was reported to be 200.07 mg/g. The researchers revealed 

that increased MNP concentration increased the protein 

adsorption capacity. The phosphate buffer solution (PBS) 

of different pH values (4.0, 7.4, and 9.0) was employed to 

study the protein release kinetics during 25 h of the total 

study period (Figure 7C and D). The maximum protein 

release (~87%–95%) was observed at pH 4.0 for synthesized 

MHAp nanorods. This excellent pH-sensitive protein release 

property will help in transporting drugs and releasing them 

at tumor- or cancer-specific target cell sites.77

Chen et al studied the use of multifunctional Eu3+/Gd3+ 

dual-doped HAp nanorods for in vivo imaging of nude mice 

with computed tomography (CT) for monitoring the release 

and distribution of ibuprofen at the injected sites (Figure 8).102 

A similar study was done by Pan et al with iron oxide-coated 

Figure 7 Drug and protein release kinetics of different MHAp nanostructures at different pH conditions. (A) The cumulative drug release percentages of docetaxel from the 

HAPUN/MNs nanocomposite drug delivery system in PBS with different pH values of 7.4 and 4.5. Reproduced from Chen F, Li C, Zhu YJ, Zhao XY, Lu BQ, wu J. Magnetic 

nanocom posite of hydroxyapatite ultrathin nanosheets/Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles: microwave-assisted rapid synthesis and application in pH-responsive drug release. Biomater Sci. 

2013;1(10):1074–1081 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.78 (B) Cell viability tests of the HAPUN/MNs without and with docetaxel drug loading. Reproduced 

from Chen F, Li C, Zhu YJ, Zhao XY, Lu BQ, wu J. Magnetic nanocom posite of hydroxyapatite ultrathin nanosheets/Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles: microwave-assisted rapid synthesis 

and application in pH-responsive drug release. Biomater Sci. 2013;1(10):1074–1081 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.78 Cumulative release of hemoglobin 

loaded on (C) Fe
3
O

4
/HAp-1 and (D) Fe

3
O

4
/HAp-2 nanocomposites at different initial pH values of 7.4 and 9.0 in PBS at room temperature. Reproduced from Bharath G, 

Prabhu D, Mangalaraj D, viswanathan C, Ponpandian N. Facile in situ growth of Fe
3
O

4
 nanoparticles on hydroxyapatite nanorods for pH dependent adsorption and controlled 

release of proteins. RSC Adv. 2014;4(92):50510–50520 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.77

Abbreviations: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite; PBS, phosphate buffer solution; HAp, hydroxyapatite; Hb, hemoglobin; Dtxl, docetaxel; HAPUN/MN, HAp ultrathin 

nanosheet.
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fluoridated HAp/Ln3+ (Ln = Eu or Tb) nanocomposites for 

biological applications.103 Due to isotropic electronic ground-

state 8S
7/2

 and half-filled f-orbitals, both the trivalent gado-

linium and europium ions retained a high magnetic moment 

and proton relaxation (both transverse and longitudinal) 

even at low magnetic fields. These electronic structures of 

rare earth ions make doped MHAp nanostructures an ideal 

biomarker for MRI and CT scan.102

Xu et al reported a novel synthesis method for magnetic 

functionalized HAp nanocomposites (MHAp nanoworms) for 

magnetic resonance diagnosis of the acute hepatic injury. The 

detailed four-stage fabrication of MHAp nanoworms is dis-

cussed in the previous section. The fabrication methodology 

associated with layer-by-layer modifications with chitosan 

and sodium alginate enhanced solubility and biocompat-

ibility. The incorporation of iron oxide nanocrystals resulted 

in the improved performance of MRI. The study was further 

extended to intravenous injection of MHAp nanoworms, 

to study the contrast-to-noise ratio of hepatic in vivo MRI 

(Figure 9). The improved MRI clearly distinguished the 

hepatic injury grading which indicated the future use of this 

synthesized material as a potential contrast agent for MRI.76

Tampieri et al reported the doping of Fe2+/Fe3+ on HAp 

nanostructures for synthesizing MHAp nanoparticles for 

biomedical applications. The authors aimed to study the 

potential application of developed nanoparticles using 

magnetic hyperthermia to treat cancers and to use materials 

in magnetic scaffolds for tissue engineering application. 

The hyperthermia study of developed MHAp nanoparticles 

showed a temperature increase of 40°C in 60 s when exposed 

to alternating magnetic field (hyperthermia).5

Hou et al reported the in vivo performance of synthe-

sized MHAp nanoparticles in hyperthermia therapy for 

treating cancer in mouse model. MHAp synthesized by 

co-precipitation method with the addition of Fe2+ and pure 

HAp nanoparticles were mixed with PBS. This mixture 

was then injected into the tumor region. The hyperthermia 

treatment was initiated by placing the mouse into an induc-

tive heater with an applied alternating magnetic field. The 

15-day treatment period revealed that the mouse injected with 

only MHAp showed a dramatic reduction of tumor volume 

(Figure 10). The blood cytotoxicity study of the mouse 

showed that MHAp nanoparticles have good biocompatibility 

with very less toxicity when subcutaneously injected.69

Kamitakahara et al successfully synthesized spherical 

HAp granules that contained composites of magnetic and 

HAp nanoparticles via a hydrothermal process.104 The 

obtained composite nanoparticles were expected to generate 

enough heat to kill cancer cells under an alternating magnetic 

field. The authors assessed hyperthermia using a model 

experiment, in which synthesized nanoparticles were dis-

persed in an agar gel solution and an alternating magnetic 

Figure 8 In vivo PL imaging of the mice after subcutaneous injection (A) without and (B) with eu3+/Gd3+-HAp (eu3+:Gd3+ =1:2) nanorods. (C) PL emission images of 

eu3+/Gd3+-HAp nanorods at different concentrations. The excitation wavelength was 430 nm. Reprinted from Chen F, Huang P, Zhu YJ, wu J, Zhang CL, Cui DX. The 

photolu minescence, drug delivery and imaging properties of multifunctional eu3+/Gd3+ dual-doped hydroxyapatite nanorods. Biomaterials. 2011;32(34):9031–9039. Copyright 

2011 with permission from elsevier.102

Abbreviations: PL, photoluminescence; HAp, hydroxyapatite.
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Figure 10 The clinical photographs of the mouse treated with MHAp on magnetic field exposure. The tumor on (A) day 1, (B) day 5, and (C) day 14 is shown. Reprinted 

from Hou CH, Hou SM, Hsueh YS, Lin J, wu HC, Lin FH. The in vivo performance of biomagnetic hydroxyapatite nanoparticles in cancer hyperthermia therapy. Biomaterials. 

2009;30(23–24):3956–3960. Copyright 2009, with permission from elsevier.69

Abbreviation: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite.

Figure 9 T2-weighted MR images of liver: (A) stage I, normal liver, (B) stage II, acute hepatic injury which is 4 h after CCl
4
 gavage, and (C) stage III, with the contrast 

enhancement of the HAp-ION-90 nanoworm. Histochemical analysis of (D) normal hepatic area and (E) injured hepatic area. All scale bars: 20 μm. Reproduced from Xu YJ, 

Dong L, Lu Y, et al. Magnetic hydroxyapatite nanoworms for magnetic resonance diagnosis of acute hepatic injury. Nanoscale. 2016;8(3):1684–1690 with permission of The 

Royal Society of Chemistry.76

Abbreviations: MR, magnetic resonance; HAp, hydroxyapatite; i, Stage I; ii, Stage II; iii, Stage III.

field of 300 Oe at 100 kHz was used. Because of the generated 

hyperthermia effect, the temperature increased to more than 

45°C within a very short time period of 80 s.

Gene, protein, and plasmid delivery
In the last century, the delivery of genetic materials, such 

as DNA, RNA, proteins, and plasmids, was considered to 

be complex and be helpful for controlling, protecting, or 

enriching the biological property of living beings. Hope-

fully, the present era establishes distinctive controls and 

improves human life by using different new technologies 

such as recombinant DNA technology. This technology 

helps in improving the genetic property by directly delivering 

new proteins, genes, or plasmids to the target site. There 

are many technologies associated with delivery of genes, 

proteins, or plasmids, but in this review we mainly focus on 

magnetic field-assisted delivery (magnetofection) via MHAp 

nanoparticles (Figure 10). The suitability and advantages of 

MHAp nanoparticles are also discussed. In the year 2000, 

Mah et al first reported regarding the magnetic microparticle-

associated genetic material transfer, which helped improve 

transduction efficiency.105

Different strategies, including use of cleavable linkers, 

electrostatic interactions, and integration of vector with 

degradable property, could be executed after targeting spe-

cific cells. The most promising approaches for binding genetic 
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materials to the surface of magnetic particles are based on 

electrostatic interactions. Here, the coating of HAp plays a 

key role and gives the added advantage over conventional 

coating materials. Most importantly, the nontoxic HAp 

surface exhibits a tunable property that allows to change its 

surface charge (positive, negative, or neutral) by very simple 

modifications (eg, aminododecanoic acid); moreover, a large 

number of target molecules have good affinity and adherence 

to the HAp surface.106

Shan et al attempted to formulate HAp–iron oxide nano-

composites to reduce the complexity of the purification of 

pDNA from crude Escherichia coli lysates. DNA is expected 

to bind with HAp, and this binding involves the phosphate 

bond moieties of DNA and the surface calcium sites of HAp. 

The binding efficiency of DNA and MHAp in pure water was 

0.42 μg pDNA/mg MHAp, and the static binding efficiency 

in sodium acetate solution was 3.96 μg pDNA/mg MHAp at 

10 mM. This method of MHAp synthesis is simple, fast, and 

cost-effective without the requirement of further purification 

via centrifugation and hazardous chemical solvents.66

Zuo et al synthesized laminated MHAp/DNA nanohybrid 

using a solution intercalation method. The prepared laminated 

MHAp exhibited an effective DNA-protecting property. The 

laminated MHAp preparation method is already described 

in the previous synthesis section. After the intercalation of 

salmon sperm DNA, the size expansion study of laminated 

MHAp (from 3.1 to 3.8 nm) proved the DNA attachment. The 

authors reported the DNA-protecting property of laminated 

MHAp during the exposure of attached DNA to DNase I 

enzyme. This laminated MHAp has prospective application 

in gene therapy because of its stable protective behavior.67

Wu and Lin synthesized MHAp nanoparticles by adding 

iron into HAp using wet precipitation method. MHAp nano-

particles have a binding affinity to pDNA to form a trans-

fection composite. Three different transfection approaches 

have been studied, namely 1) traditional transfection without 

a magnetic field (as the control), 2) combined transfection 

with application of a magnetic field for initial 15 min, and 

3) a combined transfection with a 4 h co-culture (during 

co-culture, a magnetic field was applied for 5 min in each 

Figure 11 (A) Schematic representation of magnetofection for gene delivery. (B) Schematic illustration of DNA loading into lamellar MHAp nanoparticles for nucleic 

acid delivery.

Abbreviation: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite.
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hour). pDNA-MHAp nanoparticles showed an increase 

in gene delivery efficacy across the cell membrane and 

demonstrated specific localization under the control of a 

magnetic field. Based on this study, MHAp nanoparticles 

were confirmed to have good potential as a nonviral vector 

for gene delivery.107

Xiong et al synthesized lamellar MHAp nanoparticles by 

template-assisted self-assembly procedure, the DNA loading 

and transfection efficiencies of which were compared with 

those of HAp lamellar nanostructures without magnetite. 

The MHAp lamellar structure showed 47% more (14.16% 

compared to 9.64%) transfection efficiency. The mouse 

L929 fibroblast cell line was used for transfection and cell 

cytotoxicity study. In their study, zeta (ζ) potential was 

critically evaluated, and the authors concluded that a higher 

ζ-potential results in a higher transfection efficiency. The 

synthesized lamellar MHAp is a promising magnetic-guided 

gene delivery agent for a new-generation virus-free transfec-

tion method (Figure 11).68

Scope of future applications
The nature of surface modifications and their consequent geo-

metric orientation on the nanoparticles crucially determine 

the sizes and shapes of these nanoparticles, and also play a 

significant role in their biokinetics and biodistribution inside 

the body system. To this end, most studies have focused on 

improving the biocompatibility of materials, but very few sci-

entific studies have reported the refining of magnetic particles 

after coating or formation of a composite structure. After the 

surface modification of MHAp nanoparticle, the saturation 

magnetization dramatically decreased. For a medical-grade 

drug delivery agent, a better method needs to be identified 

for improving the magnetic property while ensuring that the 

other characteristics are unaffected. Important applications, 

including many interesting biomedicinal uses of MHAp, 

have already been discussed. Different facile synthetic 

routes and their mode of action, as well as close integration 

with surrounding molecules, need to be evaluated in a more 

comprehensive study. More critical studies are warranted to 

formulate more cost-effective but good-quality MHAp nano-

particles without any protracted purification stages. In vivo 

and analytical applications need specific MHAp particles 

with predefined properties (quantity, geometric arrangement, 

etc.). The safety and biocompatibility of MHAp nanoparticles 

need to be assessed over a long time duration prior to appli-

cations in human, and hence, more in-depth toxicity studies 

should be conducted. Futuristic nanotechnology will also 

perceive medical prosthetics as another sector for improved 

biomedical implants such as multifunctional drug-loaded 

implants with external magnetic control.

Table 4 A list of granted patents on MHAp nanomaterials during 2010–2017

S no Patents (application potentials) Number and grant date Application area

1 Magnetic nano-hydroxyapatite adsorbent, preparation and application thereof CN101703917A (May 12, 2010) environmental

2 Biodegradable macromolecule composite material with shape memory function 

and its preparation method and use

CN101240116B (Mar 30, 2011) Biomedical

3 Ordered porous magnetic hydroxyapatite material, preparation method thereof 

and applications

CN101337665B (Apr 06, 2011) Biomedical

4 Method for preparing magnetic fluorescence hydroxyapatite nanocomposite 
structure

CN102020258A (Apr 20, 2011) Biomedical

5 Magnetic cationic surfactant-modified chitosan/hydroxyapatite/zeolite composite 
and preparation method and application thereof

CN102500333A (Jun 20, 2012) environmental

6 Method for preparing magnetic hydroxyapatite nanotubes KR20120068802A (Nov 13, 2013) Biomedical and 

environmental

7 Coliform detection process and kit for use therein US8741595B2 (Jun 03, 2014) Biomedical

8 Coated metal powder, powder magnetic core, and a process for their production JP5565595B2 (Aug 06, 2014) Biomedical

9 Preparation and application of magnetic hydroxyapatite/graphene oxide adsorbent CN104289181A (Jan 21, 2015) environmental

10 Underground water fluoride-removing device based on magnetic hydroxyapatite CN104386859A (Mar 04, 2015) environmental

11 Magnetic nanoporous composite bone tissue engineering support material and 

preparation method thereof

CN103480044B (May 06, 2015) Biomedical

12 Preparation method of magnetic, luminescent bifunctional core-shell structure 

nano-hydroxyapatite particles

CN103820102B (Apr 13, 2016) Biomedical

13 Intrinsically magnetic hydroxyapatite US13812741 (May 03, 2016) Biomedical

14 A magnetic ball of hydroxyapatite whisker preparation method CN103541005B (Jun 22, 2016) Biomedical and 

environmental

15 Biomedical materials US9561960B2 (Feb 07, 2017) Biomedical

Abbreviation: MHAp, magnetic hydroxyapatite.
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The potentials of MHAp nanoparticles in biomedical and 

environmental applications that have been emphasized in a 

vast number of recent publications and demonstrated through 

filed and offered patents particularly during the last 7 years 

(2010–2017) are enlisted in Table 4.

Conclusion
This review on the nano-biomedical applications of nano-

particles focuses on tailoring new materials through facile 

synthetic methods or refining conventional synthetic routes 

to obtain reproducible MHAp nanoparticles with optimum 

morphology (shape and size), stability, and biocompatibility, 

in addition to superior magnetic saturation. The ultimate 

goal of using MHAp in biomedicine is to help patients, 

by introducing selective treatments through guided drug 

delivery systems. In addition to drug delivery, the use of 

multifunctional MHAp in simultaneous imaging, hyper-

thermia, and gene/plasmid delivery is going to drastically 

improve the diagnosis and therapy of diseases. HAp coating 

over magnetic nanoparticles offers several advantages such 

as excellent biocompatibility and high stability in a broad pH 

and temperature range; moreover, it protects nanoparticles 

such as polymers from agglomeration. The stability of HAp 

at high pH range helps in regulating drug release kinetics 

during a pH-mediated drug delivery inside the body sys-

tem. In regenerative tissue engineering applications, using 

MHAp nanoparticles to prepare scaffold materials stimulates 

remote actuation for regulating bioactive molecules and 

magneto-mechanical cell stimulation, cell seeding, and cell 

patterning. Besides the advances, the exhilarating milestones 

made in these areas seek attention for critical evaluation 

before being regularized in the medical sector. However, 

we trust that the coming few years will see huge advances 

in the number of MHAp-based diagnostics and medicines 

being used in the clinics. This review critically revealed 

the recent status, efficiency, and future prospects of MHAp 

nanomaterials in biomedical applications.
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